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1 � Bite Alarms

 y FEATURES

The top Czech FLACARP X8 bite alarms are based on the popular X7 model and add many 
useful features. In addition to the proven design, very high mechanical durability, precise 
line unwinding sensor with a detection from 1.5mm in both directions and last but not 
least, power supply with regular AAA batteries, new features have been added: false bites 
suppression (e.g. for fishing in bad weather or from a boat), a night position light on the 
swinger, a wider range of line movement length adjustment from 1.5mm up to 30cm, 
improved backward line movement sound for clear distinction of unwinding direction, a 
wider range of LED color settings and other improvements.

 ³ Precise digital line unwind sensor, with a wide range of movement length adjustment 
(from 1.5mm up to 30cm) with a new function to minimise false alarms (wave and 
false line movement detection when fishing from a boat or in bad weather, time 
zeroing of false line unwind path). The function can be switched on/off.

 ³ Intuitive RGB indication to show the line unwinding direction, now with a wider range 
of LED color choices. LED brightness control and the option to switch the LED off completely.

 ³ Loud sounds with infinitely adjustable volume control with mute option. Improved acoustic 
differentiation of the backward line movement.

 ³ Integrated remote receiver with a long range of up to 1km
 ³ Intuitive toggle switch with clear on/off position
 ³ MUTE button for easy control of other functions
 ³ Night position LED on the bite alarm, now also on the connected swinger. At night the swinger 

lights dimly, goes to full brightness when the bite is taken and copies the intensity of the bite 
by flashing. The function can be switched on/off.

 ³ High strength and durability of the materials used: housing do not crack, screws do not overturn
 ³ Rainproof is ensured by a set of seals, even knobs and LEDs are sealed
 ³ Metal axis, which does not „burn“ when fast bite
 ³ Powered by standard AAA size batteries (2 x 1.5V)

NEW
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2 y FEATURES

 � Remote Receiver

The FLACARP RX8 receiver takes over from its previous model RX7 great 
features (long range up to 1km, 12 channels, control up to 4 FLACARP lights) 
and adds other useful features: thanks to the motion sensor alarms blocking 
function, you will no longer hear any unnecessary alarms. 
The signal from the sensors is muted when the bite is taken, or the alarms can 
be switched off by one press of the button on the receiver. The notification of 
unwanted turn-off of the bite alarm has also been improved with an obvious 
fluctuating tone. The function of saving (pairing) additional bite alarms and 
sensors has been completely redesigned - everything is now much simpler.

 ³ Up to 12 FLACARP devices can be saved in memory (bite alarms, 
motion sensors ...)

 ³ Evaluates the bite, which it alerts with the same LED color and tone 
as set on the bite alarm

 ³ Acoustically and visually distinguishes between backward and 
forward line movement

 ³ Volume settings with the option to switch it off completely
 ³ Vibration notification option
 ³ Evaluates alarms from motion and shock sensors FLACARP. Now 

with the option to block the alarm when a bite is taken (the angler 
will therefore not be bothered by repetitive motion alarms when 
catching a fish). The alarm can also be muted by simply pressing a 
button directly on the receiver (it is muted for 5 minutes after the 
last registered movement).

 ³ Up to 4 FLACARP LED lights can be easily controlled by the main 
button on the receiver.

 ³ Long battery life, battery indication
 ³ Powered by standard batteries AAA (2 x 1.5V)

NEW
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3We develop and manufacture for you in Czechia a quality fishing electronics with 
more than 25 years of experience. 

FLACARP bite alarms are supplied in a durable XXL case, in sets of two to four 
bite alarms + receiver. Thanks to the clever storage, the compact dimensions 

of the whole case are maintained, which measures only 27x20x8cm. The 
free positions in the XXL case allow you to expand the set with other 

FLACARP products:  waterproof LED light FL6+,
AL1 (AL2) motion alarms, SENS micro sensors for monitoring your 

expensive equipment ... Thanks to FLACARP clever product 
compatibility, it’s easy.

And what 
all can fit 
in the XXL 
case?

OUR OFFER INCLUDES    3    TYPES OF SETS

+ other  accessories  of  your  choice
3 + 12 + 1 4 + 1

 � FLACARP Sets

 ³ 4x bite alarms + 1x receiver
 ³ 1x FLACARP FL6+ light
 ³ FLACARP AL1 or AL2 alarm
 ³ Up to three SENS micro-sensors
 ³ 1x lanyard for receiver

NEW
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 � SENSORS

FLACARP motion sensors help you keep an eye 
on your expensive equipment. They detect the 
movement of unwanted people around your 
fishing spot, bivouac, boat, parked car ... 

When motion is detected, it immediately 
alerts the angler on his receiver, where an 
acoustic alarm sounds and the LED lights up. 

Easily keeps an eye on your equipments. 
Detects change of position, shaking, un-
wanted handling. Wirelessly sends an alarm 
to your receiver. Long range, adjustable sen-
sitivity, small dimensions only 4x4x1,5 cm, 
powered by CR2450 battery.

 ³ Detect unwanted movement on angle of 140 
degrees with a range up to 6 m

 ³ For the double-sided version, the detection 
angle is 140 degrees from the front side and 140 
degrees from the back side

 ³ Switchable sensitivity (6m / 3m)
 ³ False alarms filter
 ³ Sends alarm to any FLACARP receiver up to 1km
 ³ Integrated position LED light with remote 

control option
 ³ Durable design, perfect protection against rain
 ³ Powered by two standard AAA batteries 

(2x1.5V)
 ³ Long battery life
 ³ Double-side (AL2) and single-side sensor (AL1) 

versions 

 y MOTION SENSOR FLACARP AL2  y MICRO-ALARM FLACARP SENS
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5 ³ Rechargeable headlamp with wireless receiver
 ³ Powerful light (300lm) with Turbo function for 

long distance lighting
 ³ Green and red light for night backlighting
 ³ Connectible with FLACARP devices, lights up after 

a bite or during an alarm
 ³ Intuitive two-button control
 ³ Reliable IPX4 protection against rain
 ³ Dimensions 72 x 37 x 37mm
 ³ USB-C connector for easy charging from any 

charger or power bank with current up to 1A

 � Lights with wireless receiver

 ³ LED LIGHT FLACARP FL6+ WITH RECEIVER
 ³ Rechargeable flashlight with built-in powerful 2000 

mAh Li-Ion battery
 ³ Position light function with up to 360 hours of 

lighting
 ³ Memory for up to 10 FLACARP devices
 ³ RGB light - you can switch LED colors, match a color 

to a specific bite alarm or sensor, or transfer the 
same LED color as set on bite alarm

 ³ LED intensity levels (brightness adjustment)
 ³ 100% waterproof design, use in bivouac or as an 

outdoor light
 ³ Easy charging from any phone charger, car or power 

bank (microUSB connector)
 ³ Integrated receiver range up to 1 km !
 ³ Can be used as a remote controlled position light or 

as buoy
 ³ Strong magnet and loop for easy hanging

 y LED LIGHT FLACARP FL6+ WITH RECEIVER  y RECHARGEABLE HEADLAMP 
FLACARP HL4RX WITH RECEIVER

NEW
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6Stainless steel quick release connector with strong neodymium 
magnets. Used for easy release of the bite alarm without 
screwing.

 y FEATURES

 y FEATURES

 ³ Powerful white LED with parabola
 ³ Up to 90 hours of lighting
 ³ Powerful green LED for night backlighting
 ³ Adjustable LED intensity (brightness control)
 ³ Up to 360 hours of light per charge ! (night position light)
 ³ Integrated 2000mAh Li-Pol battery
 ³ LED indication of battery capacity
 ³ Intuitive two-button operation (each button controls one LED)
 ³ USB-C connector for easy charging from any charger or power bank 

with current up to 500mA
 ³ Dimensions only 38x57x25mm
 ³ Reliable IPX4 protection against rain, low weight

 ³ Made of stainless steel. This guarantees 
high strength and long life.

 ³ Holds tight thanks to two strong 
neodymium magnets

 ³ The internal octagon allows easy 
rotation to the required position

 ³ Inerasable laser marking of the logo
 ³ Total length 40mm, diameter 

29mm, weight 47g
 ³ An original FLACARP product, 

made in the Czechia
 ³ Packing of one piece (MAGS1) or two 

pieces (MAGS2)

FLACARP HL2000 top quality 
rechargeable headlamp with 
powerful white and green 
LED and high-capacity Li-Pol 
battery, developed precisely 
for the needs of the anglers. 
Simple, intuitive control and 
up to 360 hours of lighting per 
charge. High performance 
while maintaining small size 
and light weight.

FLACARP HL2000 top quality rechargeable LED headlamp FLACARP MAGS magnetic quick release connector

NEW



Dear fishermen,
We develop and manufacture FLACARP products for you with the greatest care 
in Bzenec in the Czech Republic. Already during the development, we try to 
satisfy your wishes and expectations. We use the best materials, top electronic 
components, and we apply our many years of experience dating back to 1994. 
We provide fast delivery, flexible response to your requirements and great service.

Thank you for your interest.

The pictures in this catalogue are illustrative. The producer reserves the right to make any changes.

Tomáš Flajzar

QUALITY EUROPEAN FISHING ELECTRONICS

MANUFACTURER, SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT: Your dealer:

REN241

You may order easily and quickly on our 
e-shop: w w w.f la c arp.com

#flacarp
#flacarp
www.flacarp.com

+420 731 115 151
flacarp@tfe.cz

TFE elektronika s.r.o.
namesti Svobody 1509
696 81 Bzenec, CZ


